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One of the most impactful additions to the player in this release is the ability to hide logos from
players without logos. If youre using the default player, the player will populate the logo with default

logos when available. If your logo is not available, the player will instead populate with its
placeholder logo. An example of this is shown in the screenshot below. New to the 5.3 version of the
players are new player logos in the advanced settings. Select logos and drag and drop into the drop-

down menu to add a logo. Use the option at the bottom left of the player to hide logos if needed.
Click the three dots at the top right of the player frame and select Include page visit data to track

the history of your site visitors in real time. You can then measure visitor behavior and identify what
works best by adding the related performance optimizations in the JW Player builder. Open source JW

Player has had a long and vibrant history, and the newly released version of JW Player is no
exception to this. In this release, we have made a few enhancements and fixes with a special focus
on getting JW Player cleaner and easier to use. To view the full release details, simply click on the
link below. JW Player will also be marching back to the free tier! The key feature that separates

player from any other mobile-first video player is the ability to control the player on any device in
mobile-first mode. While the premium plan is certainly an option for high-end users, if you are

looking for a video player thats low cost and easy to consume in any mobile browser, JW Player is the
way to go. To help maximize revenue on the free plan, we have taken a couple steps to clean up the

product. JW Player now only has 3 styles for free: bottom, top, and side. All style controls are
available in the JW Player builder. In the editor, all font sizes are now scalable, and the relative

positioning of titles and descriptions will scale according to the containing container.
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Looking at the stats on our player, we can see that there are 450,000 active views per week, across
50 languages and countries. If youve been writing a plug-in, or have one in development, keep an
eye out for our additions and improvements so you can benefit from your development work. We

want to stay ahead of the curve, and thats why we at JW Player are always searching for new ways
to advance our media players. In February we will release our next iteration of the JW Player. We will
take the player enhancements weve added in the last two years and put them to the test, as well as

start a new journey towards making a standalone player. While our current players have been
available in mobile and desktop environments for more than eight years, we know that the mobile
market is changing and that we need to ensure our JW Player is responsive to this change. More

information on the new JW Player will be released on the JW Player Blog early next year. Lastly, we
will of course be rolling out mobile and tablet support for JW Player. Weve invested in making sure
that you dont lose any of your player views, content, and data when you switch from desktop to

mobile devices. More information on that is coming soon. Perhaps one of the most important
additions of this release is the full HTML5 support. This is the first release we offer a FULL HTML5

video experience where users can switch to a native player on any supported browser that supports
HTML5 video. JW Player 8.10 continues this commitment with an out of the box interface for end-

users to style captions directly within the players settings menu. Laws in the United States mandate
that certain content providers, such as broadcasters, include captions with all of their videos. Prior to
this release, our captions API made it possible to custom build a styler on top of the player, but 8.10
offers a fully supported replacement that saves you time spent building and maintaining your own.

We expose all nine FCC compliant attributes and values. 5ec8ef588b
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